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ABSTRACT 
Internet trading has been developing in Hong Kong since 1998. Because of the market 
potential, many local securities firms are looking for the internet trading market in 
Hong Kong. However, the internet trading firms are facing the problem of making a 
•good plan, especially they do not understand their internet trading customers. So, 
understanding the local stock investors' behavior in using the internet trading is a 
must before making any market launch. In this study, we will propose a conceptual 
model that can be used to predict and explain the behavior of the internet trading by 
the local stock investors. We will conceptualize the model by using the Theory of 
Reasoned Action(TRA) as our framework. The framework is developed from the 
literature reviews and the depth interviews. Then，we hypothesize several casual 
relations among the constructs in the proposed model. 
In developing the conceptual model, we use the structural equation modeling to test 
the causal relations between the constructs and the latent variables. Based on the 
findings from the questionnaire surveys, we find that both the attitude toward internet 
trading and the subjective norms are the determinants of the intention toward internet 
, t r a d i n g . Attitude, in turn, is a function of the perceived benefits and the perceived 
risks of using internet trading. Subjective norm, on the other hand, is a function of the 
ii 
perceived approval of the families and friends. Although the findings of the study 
cannot generalize the cross-cultural market, we can still generalize the local internet 
trading behavior because of high representativeness in our sample. We will discuss the 
managerial contributions, limitation and future research at the end of the chapter. 
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This chapter starts with the problem faced by the Hong Kong internet traders in the 
internet trading business in the first session. Then, we will describe our research 
objective, conceptual model, research design, and the significance of the study in the 
following sections respectively. The chapter ends with our study outline. 
1.1. Background 
Internet trading is developing in Hong Kong after the tremendous growth in USf.vf(? 
Appendix 1 & 2) and Appendix 3 & 4) over the years. With the growing 
familiarity by the local stock investors, Hong Kong internet trading market is 
exploding since 1998(David Pottruck, CEO of Charles Schwab)'. The opportunity 
means HK$140 million (US$18.9 million) commission for internet trading firms in 
2003, up from HK$7 million of estimated commission fees in 2000^ The size will be 
30 to 40 percent of the retail trading transaction by 2010(The Hong Kong 
‘"Surge In Online Stock Trading Predicted", HK Standard (October 5, 1999). 
- B a s e d on author cstinialion. 
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Govemment)-\ The local pioneers of internet trading {see Appendix 5) are looking for 
the market expansion. CASH expected to have 17,000 internet trading customers 
within five years, up from 1,000 in December 1999^ Tai Fook expected to have 5,000 
internet trading customers at the end of 2000，up from 700 internet trading customers 
in March l Internet trading in Hong Kong definitely provides great business 
opportunities for the internet trading firms. 
However, the Hong Kong internet trading firms are facing the problem of making 
good marketing plans because they have no experience to set up their local internet 
trading business. They do not have a good plan because they do not understand the 
behavior of local stock investors toward internet trading. 
1.2. Research Objective 
In the previous section, we find the great significance of studying the behavior of 
local stock investors toward internet trading. Our research objectives are to evaluate 
and explain the behavior of local investors toward internet trading by developing the 
conceptual model. We will achieve the objective by conducting the sample surveys to 
3 "Lack Of Government Support For E-coinmcrce threat to HK's Trade Position", HK Standard 
(September 9, 1999). 
4 "CASH In Hand And Partners To Help Boost Online Arm", HK Standard (December 6, 1999) 
5〈大福拓網上證券服務>,經濟一週 (Fehruarv丨9 .2 ( ) ( )0 ) : 34. 
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the local stock investors through the structured questionnaires. In our scope, we will 
study the attitude and the subjective norms toward internet trading and their 
underlying beliefs and subjective evaluations. Our conceptual model was 
conceptualized from the local stock investors' perspectives by using Ajzen's(1975) 
Theory of Reasoned Action(TRA). 
1.3. The Conceptual Model 
We conceptualize our conceptual model by using the Ajzen's(1975) theory of 
reasoned action as our conceptual framework. According to our conceptual model, the 
behavior toward internet trading is positively affected by the attitudes and subjective 
norms toward the internet trading. The attitude toward the internet trading is, in turn, 
positively affected by perceived benefits and negatively affected by perceived risks. 
The subjective norms are positively affected by the perceived approval of the family 
and friends. 
1.4. The Research Design 
In the research design, we will focus on establishing the causal and effect relations 
among various constructs included in our conceptual model. Besides, we focus on the 
applicability of the study to the Hong Kong stock investors. In order to generalize the 
-> 
findings to the real situation, we conduct the sample survey to the local stock 
investors with internet knowledge by the judgement sampling. 
1.5. Significance of This Study 
As previously discussed, we need a good behavioral model that helps the local 
internet firms understand the behavior of local stock investors toward internet trading. 
Good understanding of such behavior by the internet trading firms is the prerequisite 
for them to develop successful marketing launches in the Hong Kong market. 
Therefore, the findings are expected to provide significant managerial contributions 
and implications to the internet trading firms in Hong Kong. In the chapter of 
recommendation, we will suggest some insightful recommendations to the internet 
trading firms. 
1.6. Our Thesis Outline 
Our thesis will start with the development of internet trading presented in Chapter two. 
In our chapter, we will provide a comprehensive study of the development of internet, 
e-commerce and internet trading, both in US and Hong Kong. The objective of this 
chapter is to make the readers some basic ideas of the internet trading business 
because the thesis is largely for the managerial purpose. It is quite appropriate to give 
the readers some background information about the internet trading and the 
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development. In Chapter three, we will have a review of literature so as to develop the 
conceptual framework and the conceptual model. We will propose the hypotheses 
concerning the proposed conceptual model. In Chapter four, we will focus on the 
research design and methodology. We will discuss the research design, sample and the 
sampling procedure, data collection method, operationalization of constructs, and the 
statistical analysis procedures. In the Chapter five, we will show the findings of the 
research study. In the final chapter(Chapter six), we will discuss the managerial 
implications, limitations and the future directions. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNET TRADING 
2.0. Overview 
^ This chapter begins with the development of the internet and e-commerce in US and 
Hong Kong in the first three sections. Then, our focus will be on the internet trading 
in US and Hong Kong in the last two sections. In the first s^.ction(Section 2.1), the US 
internet development and its implications to the US internet trading are discussed, in 
the second sQction(Section 2.2), the US internet shopping and US internet banking 
will be detailed because they have significant impacts on the internet trading. At the 
end of this section, we will present the implications of e-commerce. internet banking 
and finance on the internet trading in US. In the third scc{'\on(Section 2.3), we will 
discuss the development of internet and e-commerce in Hong Kong. In the last two 
chapters, we will present the internet trading in US and Hong Kong respectively. 
2.1 • Development of Internet in US 
2.1.1.Internet in US 
Internet trading is definitely a rising star of e-commerce. However, the internet 
trading would not flourish without the increasing popularity of internet. US is 
6 
definitely a place that favors the internet development because the online penetration 
would reach 56 percent of US households by 2003, up from 38 percent in 1999. The 
internet users would raise to 112 million in 2003(US Forrester Research)^, up from 76 
million US people were using internetO^^e Appendix 6) in 1999?. Besides, the number 
of female internet users in US are increasing. It was supported by the empirical 
findings of market surveys in 19998. 
2.1.2.Implications on US internet trading 
Internet has the implications on internet trading. Actually, the internet revolution not 
only changes the world communication, but also changes the ways ot trading 
transaction. The popularity of the internet means that 16 percent( 12 million) had 
internet trading accounts in 1999^ Besides, the mass popularity of internet changes 
the demographics of US online investors. In 1999, 63 percent of US online population 
who trade exclusively online range from age 25 to 44. Besides, online traders were 
quite evenly spread out according to income levels'". With the speed of mass 
popularity of internet, the age and income levels of US online investors will be spread 
out more evenly. In addition, more US women will become online investors by the 
6 "North Americans Continue Love Affair With Internet: Forrester", Computer Dealer N 隱  
Willowdale (March 26’ 1999). 
7 "The Internet Jniirrml Of Advertising Research. N e w York(May/ Jun 1999). 
^ http://freespecch.org/tciTabay/asia.hlml. 
‘‘Online Investors Profiled，’’ Journal of Financial Pbnning(September 1999): 14-15. 
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increasing popularity of internet among women. 
2.2. Development of E-commerce in US 
2.2.1. E-commerce in US 
With the growing popularity of internet in US, e-commerce is becoming a mainstream 
in the US business activities. An estimated 380,000 businesses would be connected to 
the internet by 2000, up from 40,000 businesses in 1996". All US internet 
transactions amounted US$22 billions in 1998. The number was expected to be as 
high as US$3.2 trillion in 2003 ' I With the rise of e-commerce, many e-commerce 
sites are showing their importance in business world. The major forms of e-commerce 
are: business-to-business(B2B), business-to-customer{B2C) and customer-lo-
customer(C2C). For the business-to-business e-commerce, the e-commerce leader was 
Cisco with the revenue of US$4,100 million in 1998. For the customer-to-customer e-
commerce, famous web sites were Onsale(US$75 million in 1998's revenue) and E-
Bay. For the business-to-customer e-commerce, many leading web sites were Barne 
and Noble(US$40 million in 1998's revenue), CDnow, Preview Travel and others(A’(?6^ 
Appendix 7)' \ 
"Online Investors Profiled". Journal ot Financial Planning(Scptember 1999): 14-15. 
, ‘ I "Virtually Happy", Bank Markctingdanuary 2000):43. 
"The Internet Shopper", Journal Of Advertising Research. New YorktMay/ Jun 1999). 
"Growing Pains”’ Business Asia (March 8 J 9 9 9 ) : 3 . 
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2.2.2. Internet Shopping and behaviors 
With the rising business-to-consumer(B2C) e-commerce, US internet shopping is 
becoming a well-accepted way to purchase many kinds of products and services 
including investment products, computer products, books, home, travel products, 
music, flowers, automobiles, and clothing. In 1998, business-to-consumer(B2C) e-
Gommerce only accounted for the 15 percent of the transactions'"^. However, the 
successful B2C web sites like Dell and Amazon(s£»e> Appendix 7) showed that B2C e-
commerce was expanding. By market prediction, the sales revenues oi" internel 
retailing would increase to six percent within 1 9 9 8 - 2 0 0 3 T h e number would amount 
to US$108 billion in 2003, up from US$5 billion in 1999 and US$3.3 billion in 1998 
(Forrester 1998). 
Since the internet retailing is accelerating into the mainstream in US (James L. 
McQuivey)i(), it is critical for us to understand the US Internel shoppers. By the socio-
economic characteristics, the US Internet shoppers are generally older than internet 
non-shoppers, with the average age of 35. Also, internet shoppers generally make 
more money than non-shoppers, with the average personal income of US$38,000 per 
Joel Reedy, Shauna & Kenneth, Electronic Marketing. Dryden( 1999):8. 
‘丨 5 Joel Reedy, Shauna & Kenneth, Hlcctronic Marketing. Drydcn (1999): 8. 
Joel Rccdy, Shauna & Kenneth, HIcclronic Marketing. Drydcn (1999): 12. 
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annum(Journal of advertising research, 1999)'^. The findings show that the current 
internet shoppers in US have higher social-economic status and probably have higher 
level of education. Also, they are more susceptible to innovation and technology than 
the internet non-shoppers. In the perception and attitude, internet shoppers are more 
convenience seekers, innovative, impulsive, variety seekers, and less risk averse than 
•internet non-shoppers are(Journal of Advertising Research, 1999)i8. They are seeking 
internet products and services that are ease of use(convenience)''^. Besides, internet 
shoppers will consider the information provided by the internet company. They 
demand helpful tools(innovation), information and customized services(variety) that 
help them decide. Since they are impulsive buyers, they are less conscious in price. 
On the other hand, risk averse is a major factor that discourages internet shopping. 
Lack of faith, consumer privacy and hacker problem are obstacles that any internet 
shop is facing( Association of Computing Machinery, 1999)"". 
2.2.3.Internet banking and finance in US 
The development of e-commerce revolutionizes the US financial industry as well. 
With the rising popularity of internet banking, 18.3 million US households will be 
丨7 “Internet Shopper", Tournal Of advertising Resenn:h (May-June, 1999):53,56. 
"The Internet Shopper", Journal Qt advertising Resenrrh (May-June, 1999):52. 
. … " P r i c e , Ease of use are Keys to Online selling", National IJnderwriioi- Chicago (August 23, 1999). 
"Building Consumer Trust Online", Association for Computing Machinery, Communications o f i h e 
ACM. New York (April 1999). 
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banking by PC by the end of 2001 (Gartner Group), up from zero in 1995. Besides, 
US$25 trillion of bill payment transaction will be through internet by the end of 
2001"'. US will be cramped with more than 1,121 online banks by the end of 2000-1 
Internet banking is now casting the light for the major US banks. 
•Though the internet banking users are increasing, the internet banking penetration rate 
maintains in a low level. The Bank of America(a large US bank) got only seven 
percent of the depositors to become internet banking customers"' in 1999. From ihe 
adoption model"'', many traditional banks with internet banking services are targeting 
at the pragmatists, who are their major retail customers accepting the well-known 
technology for practical use(like checking balance and transfer money). Since they are 
less enthusiastic about new technology, they prefer going to branches. As a result, the 
internet banking penetration is low. On the other hand, the internet banking 
penetration of the small retail banks and pure internet banks are not impressive. 
Actually, these internet banks are targeting at the technology enthusiasts. However, 
because most of them are lacking of the technological capability, they cannot fulfill 
the customer needs by providing reliable online services of latest technology. As a 
"Logging in to internet hanking".Bank Markeling(.Ianii;iiy 2000): 12. 
, " " L o g g i n g in to internet hanking，，.Bank Markcting(.Tanii:iry 2000): 12. 
Computcrwoiid (March 13,2000): 12. 
"Virtually Happy", Rank Markcting(January 2000): 52. 
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result, the needs of early adopters are not fulfilled effectively. 
As previously mentioned, internet banking is a rising star in the US financial industry. 
In order to justify the internet trading activities, we will analyze the pros and cons of 
the internet trading. On the upside, internet banking provides added values for the 
lucrative segments which are significant for both traditional banking with internet 
banking services and pure internet banks. Wells Fargo, a US internet trader, stated that 
the most profitable consumer segments matched the demographics of their inlernel 
investors. Besides, the internet banks can enjoy the economies of scale by cross-
selling the products and services via internet:，. However, around 70 percent of all U^ 
internet bank accounts are unprofitable because adding channels add cost but not 
necessarily sales volume(Jan Kalff, Chairman of ABN). Many pure internet banks are 
even in recP. Actually, the online security has been the problem. According to the 
1999 survey of US financial institution, it revealed that the outside penetration of 
systems(57 percent of occurrence), the unauthorized system access(55 percent) and 
the reported theft of proprietary information(26 percent) are the problems that the 
banks are facing seriously(Computer Securities Institute,1999)'\ 
- “ 金 管 局 恐 網 上 銀 行 初 期 見 紅 ” ， H K Economic JournaKApri 1 8，2000): A()4. 
“金管局恐網上銀行初期导 .紅” . H K Economic JournaK April 8，2000): A04. 
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For the market players, they can be divided into two categories: pure internet banks 
and banks with internet banking services. Pure internet banks(5ee Appendix 8) account 
for only about two percent of US online banking households(Mainspring) in 2000, 
with less than US$1 billion in assets^s. They have core competence in using 
competitive price over their bricks-and-mortar rivals in US. Most of them offer free 
bill payment, low minimum-balance requirements on interest checking 
accounts(which pay very high rates) and at least partial reimbursement for ATM fees. 
However, the US pure internet banks have no core competence in providing better 
services to minimize day-to-day hassles and minor annoyances. The dominant players 
in US include American Express, CompuBank, Security First Network Bank. 
WingspanBank.com and othersCy^^e Appendix 9)-'. Though the pure internet banks are 
highly competitive in price, the major shares come from the largest retail banks with 
internet banking services. The seven traditional US banks with leading internet 
banking services are taking 63 percent of market shares in the internet banking in 
20003�. 丁he dominant players are Bank of America, Citibank, Wells Fargo and 
others(.ve£? Appendix 10). Though they cannot offer competitive price to their internet 
banking customers�丨’ these largest banks have core competence in providing extra 
27 "E-commerce and Internet Security", Banking Strategics(Spring 2000). 
"Logging In To Internet Banking", Bank Maiketing(January 2000): 12. 
, “ T h e Truth About Online Banking", Moncy( April 2()()()): 116. 
"Net Banks: More Dream Than Reality", US Bankci-(February 2000):31. 
"The Truth About Online Banking", Moncy(April 2000): 116. 
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flexibility and convenience to their existing accounts. Nowadays, most of the US 
largest banks offer some form of internet banking. For example, Citibank, a pioneer in 
banking technology, introduced internet banking in 1997. Citibank treated internet 
banking as an integral part of its global brand-building effort. Besides the 
development of internet banking among traditional retail banks, the online investment 
banks(I-banks) and internet trading firms are developing in US as well. The best 
known online I-bank is Wit Capital, but other ventures are starting, including W.R. 
Hambrecht, founded by the former chairman of high-tech boutique Hambrecht & 
Quist^l For the internet trading firms, Charles Schwab is the market leader of the US 
internet trading market. 
Internet banking is facilitated by the growing popularity of internet finance in US. For 
example, Yahoo Finance focuses exclusively on finance. Because Yahoo is a portal 
site for millions of users, Yahoo Finance is a favorite web page for providing financial 
information. Other financial portals like MoneyCentral(Microsoft), Excite Finance, 
SmartMoney(online finance magazine). 
In future, internet banking will further develop into wireless banking. Wireless 
- " C a r e e r Guide lo Investment Banking"', VauU.com( 1999):41. 
14 
banking is definitely a growing trend for internet banking customers(5£^ Appendix 11) 
in US after the successful launch in Canada in 1999. Nowadays in US, the internet 
bank customers can access the bank using various devices like Personal Digital 
Assistant (PDAs), mobile phone and interactive pagers. They can enjoy their internet 
banking services without the cord" In the US market, a handful of US online brokers 
like Fidelity Investments are offering the premium customers the wireless services;;. 
For the traditional banks, Citibank, for example, made an equity investment in 724 
Solutions(a technology firm) concerning wireless banking technology in September 
1999. Citibank, Bank of America, and Charlotte will provide wireless banking 
services for their US customers in 2000'\ 
The rising e-commerce in US has implications on the internet trading. First, the 
diffusion of internet trading will become faster and the mass acceptance of internet 
trading will realize sooner. Besides, the technological advancement of e-commerce 
will favor the development of internet trading in US. The technological break-through 
in security and transaction system will allow internet trading firms to provide better 
and safer services for their internet trading customers. 
> “"Wire les s Banking"', Bank & Tcchnology(Fcbruaiy 2()()0):43. 
Internet Financial Advisor", Bank Marketing (January 2()0()):239. 
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Internet banking and finance have the implications on internet trading as well. First, 
the US internet banking favors the "online speculation" because the internet banking 
customers are more willing to have internet trading. According to a US bank, the 
internet banking customers put more money in internet trading(35-40 percent of the 
deposits) than the average banking customers(25 percent). Besides, the rising internet 
banking will make internet trading more convenient because the internet trading 
customers can transfer the money from various banking and trading accounts al the 
same timers. Also, the wireless revolution led by internet banks favors the boom of 
wireless trading. The internet trading users will enjoy more convenience in internet 
trading services by placing the order via the mobile phone and PDA. In the internet 
finance, such rising activities can supply rich and timely information to the online 
investors. Since the internet investors can access more information easily via the 
internet, the market will become more efficient because of the symmetric flow of 
information. It may cause the further disintermediation of traditional brokers because 
they cannot maintain the monopolistic status in holding asymmetric information. 
“Wireless Banking", Bank & Tcchnology(February 20()0):43. 
"Logging In To Inlcrnei Banking", Bank Marketing (January 2000): 11. 
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2.3. Development of Internet and E-commerce in Hong Kong 
2.3.1. Internet and E-commerce in Hong Kong 
Like in US, internet is speeding fast to the Hong Kong. The local internet account will 
be over one million by 2001, up from 850,000" and 400,000 in 1999 and 1997 
respectively38. internet penetration was around 14 percent in 1999. Because of the 
popularity of the internet, e-commerce is growing fast in Hong Kong. The "Dotcom 
fad" may be one phenomenon shows the heat-up e-commerce in Hong Kong. In 2000, 
there are around 30,000 web sites in Hong Kong' ' . Besides, the Hong Kong internet 
shoppers had 110,000 in number, and they were spending HK$76 million(US$ 9.8 
million) on internet shopping in 1998. The amount will increase to HK$2.3 billion 
(US$300 million) in 2003'"(AC Nielsen, 1999). 
2.3.2. E-commerce Development in Hong Kong 
Unlike US, the local e-commerce is still in the experimental stage. According to some 
analysts, there will be two stages of e-commerce development in Hong Kong: 
information services and internet promotion. Hong Kong e-commercc is in the first 
stage by providing information services for the customers. The dominant local web 
37 hUpV/freespcech.org/terrabay/asia.hlinl. 
, "The Broker Revolution", Asian Business(Septembcr I998):63. 
"Bleak Prospects seen for Internet Companies", HK standard (April 7 .2000): BOl. 
“Going for Net EITecl". Far Eastern Economic Re vie w( June 24 1999): 60. 
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sites are JobAsia(online job agent), Yahoo! HK(popular portal), StarEast(online 
entertainment), and Cybernews(online news) ' ' . However, the local e-commerce is still 
far f rom the second stage because internet shoppers(in the “B2C,，e-commerce) and 
organizational buyers(in the "B2B" e-commerce) are still in minorities. For B2C, only 
13 percent of internet users in Hong Kong have internet shopping experience 
••(compared to 28 percent in US in 1998) ' l Besides, few companies will depend solely 
on their internet promotion for their business development. Branches and physical 
stores are still the major distribution channels for the marketing strategies in Hong 
Kong. 
Though the B2B and B2C markets are in the embryo, the ' 'B2B solutions” are 
capturing the local market. For examples, Bank of China took the lead by providing e-
commerce payment services in early 1999. Citibank and HBSC launched similar 
services later in June 1999. Besides, Hong Kong Telecom(HKT) launched ‘‘Com21，，’ 
the integrated e-solution for "one-stop e-commerce" and “internet banking" in April 
200043. Also，the business-to-government e-commerce(B2G) is beginning in Hong 
Kong. For example, China Strategic(will be renamed as China Internet Global 
, “木bK電羊曾县失離起步初階”，香港經濟曰報(March 27, 2000) ： A28. 
, ‘‘;M扣常羊暂县失離起步初階”，香港經濟日報（March 27, 2000):A28. 
“電訊一站式服務吸引企業客戶”，香港經濟日報(April 13，2000):A12. 
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Alliance) planned to develop "B2G" e-commerce in 2000料. 
2.3.3. Internet Banking and Finance in Hong Kong 
As mentioned in part three of section 2.2, the US banks are catching up the cyber 
trend by providing the internet banking services. Hong Kong is taking the similar 
move after the introduction by Citibank in late 1998. Now, Citibank, East Asia Bank, 
Wing Lung Bank and Bank of China are major banks that provide internet banking 
services to Hong Kong peoplef.ve^' Appendix 12). HSBC and Hang Seng Bank will 
have internet banking in August 2000. Kwong On Bank will enter the market by Ihe 
end of 200045. Currently, about 15 percent of banking transactions are done online"^� 
By market projection, the number will be 30 to 40 percent within three to four years 
(Wing Lung) ' ' . 
For the internet banks in Hong Kong, Citibank and Wing Lung are the local pioneers 
of internet banking. Citibank, for example, provides internet banking services like 
fund transfers, ordering cheque book and statements, stock trading, stock watch, bill 
payments, mutual fund account inquiries, opening new accounts, standing 
instruction(auto payment) as well as checking credit card transaction"*^ Wing Lung, 
4 4
 “中策下月轉攻電貿物流”，香港經濟日報 ( M a r c h 28, 2000)：A07. 
‘ ^^  “廣安年底推網上銀行服務”，Apple Daily (April 1 ,2000): b()5. 
"Gearing up", HK Standard (March 1，2()()()):B04. 
47 “永隆網年中轉攻”，Apple Daily(March 28, 2000): B05. 
"Citibank Yet To Sec Cost”，HK Standard (February 23. 2000): B02. 
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for example, is promoting its new internet banking services like online loan approval, 
online cheque purchase, and online foreign exchanges. The services will extend to 
corporate banking like corporate finance in the coming months'^^ Another example is 
East Asia Bank. The bank provided its internet banking customers the funds transfer 
services via the internet from March 2000. The customers can transfer the maximum 
... 
of HK$50,000 daily. Also, East Asia bank is planning to provide online loan approval 
services for the customers. In future, the internet banking of East Asia will extend to 
MDF accounts, mortgage and customer loans, time deposits, ATM cash and credit 
cards. East Asia will introduce the wireless banking via the WAP phone by the 
summer of 2000'". Besides the local banks, the foreign banks are targeting at the local 
market as well. ABN AMBRO bank, for example, launched the first phase of internet 
banking for its local retail customers in April 2000. The ABN AMBRO bank now 
provides internet banking services like opening an account, and money transfer within 
the bank accounts via internet. After the second launch of internet banking services in 
August 2000, the bank can make pre-approval of loans online� ' . 
Though many banks are looking for the internet banking market in Hong Kong, many 
bankers discover some problems concerning the consumer intention. Actually, the 
“永隆網年中轉攻”，Apple Daily(March 28, 2000): B05. 
"Gearing up", HK Standard (March 1, 2()()()): B04. 
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local bankers found their existing retail customers preferred branches and phone 
banking to internet banking. The retail bank customers still lack confidence in internet 
banking(Citibank, 2000)". 
2.3.4. Implications of internet and local e-commerce on internet trading 
The popularity of internet in Hong Kong means tremendous opportunities for the 
internet trading firms. The local internet trading market has great potential to expand 
since the internet trading customers account for less than one percent of Hong Kong 
internet population in 1999". With the rising popularity of the internet, we can predict 
the fast growth in the internet trading market. Besides, the popularity of internet leads 
to the faster diffusion of internet shopping and internet trading. In 2000, there are 
around 13 percent of local internet users having internet shopping experience. 
Compared with one percent of internet users having internet trading experience, it 
implies the growing opportunities of internet trading firms as more and more internet 
shoppers may try internet trading sooner or later. As previously mentioned in Section 
2.2.4., we can expect that the development of internet banking and finance will favor 
the boom of internet trading. Citibank, for example, is showing impacts on the 
internet trading as the bank includes internet trading in its banking services. 
1 
“ABN Aniro Goes Online”，HK Standard (April 8，2000): B3. 
”"Citibank Yel To Sec Cost", HK Standard (February 23, 2000): B02. 
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2.4. Development of Internet Trading in US 
2.4.1. Background of US internet trading 
Internet trading has great market potential in US. It is generating tremendous revenues 
for the US internet trading firms. By 2003, the US internet trading firms will enjoy 
US$7 billion commissionCv汉 Appendix l f \ Besides, the internet trading assets will 
increase to US$3065 billions in 2003(see Appendix By market projection, US 
internet trading customers will amount to 14 million and 25 million in 2002 and 
2005 -'. Besides, US internet trading will take 49 percent share of all US transactions 
by 2010". 
Since the US internet trading market is expanding, US becomes a nation of internet 
traders'^: the internet trading firms grew from only 12 in 1994 to more than 120 in 
1999. The number of do-it-yourself internet investors has grown at a remarkable rate 
since the first internet trading firm opened in 1994. As the market competition is keen, 
the commissions per trade have fallen dramatically over the years, dropping an 
average over 50 percent in 1997 and leveling off in 1999'^ 
〈大福拓網上證券服務>，經濟一週 ( F e b r u a r y 19.2000): 34. 
<網上證卷方興未艾>，香港商報 ( O c t o b e r 28, 1998): A2. 
55 "Internet Trading: Banks Vie For Chunk of Assets Pie", Ranks Systems + Technology (January 
2000):43. 
"Internet Trading: Banks Vie For Chunk of Assets Pic", Banks Systems + Technology (January 
’ 2000):43. 
“ <纲_ L證春方興未艾>,香港商報 ( O c t o h e r 28，1998): A2. 
-站"A Nation of Traders", Fortune. New York (October 11,1999). 
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2.4.2. Development and the internet traders 
Internet trading would have never prevailed if the commission were not competitive 
and the internet were not flourishing. The deregulation of fixed brokerage fee in 1975 
60 and the popularity of the internet bring up internet trading in US. Besides, 
‘• Donaldson, Lufkin and Jenrette(DLJ) had propelled the internet trading activities as it 
was the first to introduce the ideas to the market(though DLJ was not the first to 
launch the services). After opening up a virtual store in 1996, DLJdirect(a DLJ 
subsidiary for internet trading) experienced a heavy expansion, with the trades 
growing more than 74 percent annually, up from 400 trades a day in 1996^'. Other 
online brokers ballooned their business as well with the mass popularity of internet 
trading. The current prominent players are Charles Schwab, Fidelity, E*Trade, TD 
Waterhouse, Ameritradc, Quicken, and DLJdirect. Besides, the Wall Street finally 
entered the internet trading market since 1999. The brokerage leader Merrill Lynch, 
for example, went online in December 1999. Other firms such as PaineWebber and 
Prudential Securities announced they would offer internet trading services in early 
2000"'. 
* 
�" A Nation of Traders", Fortune. N e w York (October 11,1999). 
“A Nation of Traders", Fortune. N e w York (Ocl 11,1999). 
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For the players of US internet trading, we can develop the league table for the internet 
trading firms. Based on the information from Credit Suisse First Boston, the Top Nine 
internet trading firms in 1998 were Charles Schwab (29.7 percent market share), E-
trade(11.5 percent), fidelity (9.2 percent), Waterhouse(8.5 percent), 
Ameritrade/Accurtrade (6.9 percent), DLJdirect(4.3 percent), Quick & Reilly/ 
Suretrade(4.2 percent), and Discover Brokerage(3.8 percent)^'. The ranking order 
changed slightly in 1999. The new rankings were Charles Schwab, Fidelity, E*Trade, 
TD Waterhouse, Ameritrade, Quicken, and DLJ respectively^^ AppendixlS shows the 
details of them. Then, we will introduce three major players: Charles Schwab, E-trade 
and DLJ direct. 
Charles Schwab. Charles Schwab has long been the market leader of internet 
trading since 1998. Schwab has 2.9 million active internet trading accounts in 2000， 
up from zero in 1997. A total of 67 percent of all Schwab customer trades are now 
done over the i n t e r n e t � � i t s 25.5 billion capitalization was even greater than the 
traditional "brokerage giant", Merrill Lynch in 199966. Schwab had double size of 
market share than the second placer in 1998. The trading costs were most 
. "Electronic Securities Trading", Upside(Novembcr 1998): 51. 
M "Career Guide to Inveslmenl Banking", VauH,coin( 1999):41. 
"A Nation of Traders", Fortune. New York (Oct 11.1999). 
‘‘美林拓網上交易”，香港經濟日報(December 6.1999). 
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expensive(US$29.95 per trade) among the Top Nine, but the customer services and 
information were highly—reputed by the internet trading customers. The services 
included online seminars, access to Schwab branches, 24-hour customer service, free 
real-time quotes, and access to IPOs. Since Charles Schwab had core competence in 
customer services and "branch integration", it was highly favored by long term 
investors who needed personal touch and financial planning^?. 
E^Trade. E*Trade was the second placer in 1998’ demanding the commission 
fees (US$14.95) slightly below the industry average (US$15.75). It provided such 
services as institutional research, free real-time quotes, access to IPOs, stock 
screening, and 16-hour customer services. Its research skills were highly regarded by 
online investors. Since E-trade had core competencies of providing information to 
online investors, it was highly favored by serious online investors who needed 
research, news and tools with moderate price. 
DLJdirect. DLJdirect was the losing Star储.DLJdirect held 482,000 internet 
trading customer accounts and 7 billion internet trading assets inl998^^ Largely due 
to the relative success of DLJdirect and Internet IPO fever, DLJ issued tracking stock 
“"Onl ine Investing", Fortunc(Dcceinhei- 1998):92. 
站"Career Guide to Inveslmcnl Rankin^".Vault.com( 1999):213. 
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for DLJdirect ion May 1999^^ DLJdirect enjoyed the core competence in technology, 
and its easy-to-use web site attracts the serious investors who demand helpful tools to 
invest^'. Besides, it had core competence in research because DLJdirect was supported 
by DLJ, an investment bank. 
Other players. Fidelity is an investment firm with large brokerage assets. In 1998, 
it had 272.7 billion assets, which was the double of market leader, Charles Schwab. 
Fidelity ranked second among internet traders in 1999. 
In the previously paragraphs, we can see the potentiality of local internet trading and 
get the ideas of internet shopping and internet trading. Though the opportunities are 
great, we need the facilities to facilitate the development. Nowadays, internet trading 
is supported by some improved facilities. After the introduction of the Electronic 
Communication Network(ECN) in 1998, it created an online exchange for the internet 
trading firms that separated from the traditional stock markets. It gave the internet 
trading firms ability to match investors' buy and sell orders for Nasdaq stocks?]. The 
internet trading firms have formed partnerships to creatc the online exchange sincc 
1998. 
, "Electronic Securities Trading", Upsidc(November 1998): 51. 
70 "Career Guide to Investment Ranking".Vault.com( 1999):213. 
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The internet trading has some implications in the business world. First, it shows 
strong impacts on the traditional brokers?�. The disintermediation of brokerage firms 
is taking place because internet investors can place the order directly on the exchange 
(Do-it-yourself). As a result, the traditional brokers businesses are much affected. 
Merrill Lynch, for example, urged to introduce the internet trading services under the 
serious threat of rising Charles Schwab^^ In addition, the traditional brokerage firms 
may focus on the services because the pure internet trading firms are competent inlow 
price. Because better services are the focus of the traditional firms, we can predict 
more and more traditional firms will extend their services by providing the internet 
trading and some firms will even integrate their traditional core competence(like 
research skills, customer services, and branches network) to their internet trading 
businesses. Besides, the internet trading will affect the living of the brokeis(staff). 
Because the do-it-yourself services demand the investors fewer costs, it is more cost 
effective for the investors to use internet as the medium of transaction. Also, the firms 
may find it is cost effective to use internet as the marketing and distribution channel. 
As a result, the replacements and the changing roles of the brokers in the traditional 
firms are coming. The roles of the brokers may change to be the financial advisers and 
planners because the firms may make use of the human intelligence by providing 
» 
73 "Internet Trading: Banks Vie For Chunk of Assets P i c : Banks Systems + Technology (January 
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extra services to the internet investors. Since the internet is the close substitute of the 
brokers, the remaining brokers of the old trading firms will be in the extinction. 
According to some investment bankers, "reading the newspaper every day about the 
imminent extinction of old-time brokers has caused plenty of motivational pain"(Joe 
Grano, PaineWebber P r e s i d e n t , � S e c o n d , it has some impacts on the internet trading 
customers as they are now enjoying more convenient services in a competitive price. 
The internet investors can have global trading services and after-hour stock trading 
because internet breaks the limits of time and space. As a result, the internet investors 
can have more investment choices. Besides, since the minimum charges of internet 
trading services are reduced, the online investors may be motivated to invest more 
frequently. The hyperactive investors will surge in the market soon by the rise of 
internet trading. 
2.4.3. Transaction System in US 
Under the current transaction system, the US internet trading firms require the internet 
investors to open internet trading accounts before the internet trading customers 
placing the stock orders. Then, the internet trading customers can initiate their stock 
transactions through the web browser. The internet trading firms will perform the 
"A Nation of Traders", Fortune. N e w York (Oct 11,1999). 
75 "Street Smarts". Barron's (November 22.1999):34. 
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front-end tasks of the process electronically after the internet trading customers 
sending their online requests to the firms. However, in the back-end tasks, different 
internet trading firms will experience different processes in dealing with the online 
requests. Some will have direct access to the exchange's trading system while some 
may not. For those firms trading exclusively on the exchanges or other main market 
centers, some are electronically connected to electronic trading systems of the 
exchanges (like Nasdaq and NYSE) and their market centers. So, the transactions will 
be routed to the exchanges or main market centers "directly". Some who cannot the 
access the trading systems directly will process the orders by "manual" after receiving 
the online requests from their internet trading customers. For those trading with 
market makers, third-party vendors or functioning as principals, they will not access 
to the trading system of the exchanges since the firms do not trade in exchanges or 
market centers. Besides the trading system, the funds transfer system of the internet, 
trading is developing in US. For example, TD Waterhouse is the first internet trading 
firm to allow the internet investors to electronically transfer funds between their 
banking and the trading accounts, as well as to receive a consolidated account?^. 
2.4.4. Security System in US 
« 
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As mentioned earlier, the internet trading is growing in significance in US finance 
industry. Therefore, its internet security becomes a key issue especially when the 
hacker problems are serious in US. Actually, a spate of hacker attacks on major web 
sites (Yahoo, Exite@home, eBay, Amazon.com, Buy.com, and CNN.com) resulted in 
the meeting between President Bill Clinton and the technology experts to beef up 
internet security in 
US internet trading firms are now using the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption 
technology for their internet security' ' . SSL will provide the US internet investors 
better internet security in the area of privacy, confidentiality and the authentication^^ 
SSL is the asymmetric cryptosystem, which is sophisticated in US encryption 
technology. Under the current encryption technology, there are two cryptosystems: 
symmetric and asymmetric. While the symmetric system needs the public key to 
encrypt and decrypt the data, the asymmetric system relies on two keys: public and 
private keys. Either key can be used to encrypt, but the other is required to decrypt. 
SSL means better security in authentication如.SSL was introduced by Netscape in 
1995. SSL is the most popular protocol for the internet transactions. In the beginning, 
, 77 ‘‘HK: Open 10 Cyber Attack", HK Standard (February 14, 2000): AOl. 
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SSL provided the privacy for the transmission of the information between a user's 
browser and the target server. Later, it enabled the broad access to the internet 
information security^'. 
2.4.5. Regulations in US 
In the current situation, the US internet trading firms are regulated by the SEC and 
monitored by the self-regulatory organizations in US^'. The internet trading firms in 
US must comply with the disclosure, capital, margins, best execution, books and 
records, and the suitability requirements regulated by the SEC. On the other hand, the 
US internet investors will be protected by the Securities and Exchange Commission 
( S E C f \ Since the internet trading fraud and abuse were increasing, the SEC 
announced increased inspections and enforcement in May 4, 1999''^ Under the 
regulative measures, the SEC would double the size of Cyberforce, which was the 
internet surveillance team, from 125 to 250^\ Besides, the internet trading firms were 
required to disclose the use of technology to the investors in order to improve the 
quality of disclosure， 
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2.5.1. Background and the Development 
As mentioned previously, internet trading has been proliferating in US since 1994. 
However, internet trading did not exist in Hong Kong until 1998 when some pioneers 
started their internet trading business in Hong Kong. Since then, the local internet 
trading began to flourish though the move has already gone furthest in US (Economist 
1998)87. Internet trading in Hong Kong definitely provides business opportunities for 
the internet trading firms. It means HK$140 million(US$18.9 million) commission for 
internet trading firms in 2003, up from HK$7 million of estimated fee in 2000^'. By 
market projection, the size will be 30-40 percent of the retail trading transaction by 
2010(The Hong Kong Governmentf) . 
The local internet trading revolution was triggered by two pioneers: Boom.com and 
CASH. The Silicon-based Boom.com is the first in Hong Kong to provide internet 
trading services for both local and Asian investors. After Boom's introduction to 
Hong Kong in August 1998‘)()’ the local internet trading customers could access to 
real-time stock quotes, information and the inventory of personal investment services 
via internet. CASH(56'£' Appendix 5), a local securities firm, came next in the internet 
“ H . W. Wilson —SSA，"The Lap-top Trader'", The EconomisKOct 17,1998). 
‘ Kx Based on author estimation. 
的"Lack Of Government Support For E-commerce threat to HK's Trade Position", HK Standarcj 
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trading market by launching similar services in October 1998. CASH captured 1,000 
online investors at the end of 1998.". The internet trading activities started 
revolutionizing the local financial industry since then. 
The Asian economic recovery facilitated the local development of internet trading 
... 
because the local people were more willing to invest on the stock market. As the 
number of internet investors kept on increasing, the local securities firms and 
traditional banks began to realize the potential internet trading market. Several firms 
have launched their internet trading services to Hong Kong stock investors since 1999. 
They are East Asia Securities(mid 1999), Tai Fook(Janiiary 2000), Citibank(early 
2000)92 and Wing Lung(early 2000) ' \ East Asia Securities(5e'e' Appendix 5) was 
gearing up the internet trading services before 2000. Supported by the parent East 
Asia Bank, East Asia Securities are offering internet trading services to the customers 
from the company and East Asia Bank. Another firm is Tai Fook(.sT£' Appendix 5). Tai 
Fook set up its internet trading businesses in January 2000, targeting at its existing 
retail customers and young potential customers. Tai Fook had 700 internet trading 
customers in February 2000()4, and it would introduce the three languages(Manclarin, 
• "CASH In Hand And Partners To Help Boost Online Ami", HK Standard (Dcccmbcr 6, 1999) 
www.cilibank.com.hk  
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English, Cantonese) customer services for their internet trading customers by late 
2000. Besides the local firms, some foreign investment firms are looking for the local 
development of internet trading. Charles Schwab, for example, proposed to have 
internet trading for HK stocks in June 2000. Investment banks like Goldman Sachs 
and Merrill Lynch proposed to have internet trading for their premium customers in 
mid 200095. 
in the product development, the internet trading firms are offering similar services as 
in US, like online placement of order, real-time quotes, packs of online information 
and reports, and customer services. Besides, the internet trading firms have the same 
level of SSL technology as the US counterparts. However, the local development of 
transaction system is still lagging behind. Internet trading firms are still processing the 
orders of their internet trading customers manually after receiving their electronic 
requests. Such problem will be solved by June 2000 because SEHK will launch the 
Automatic Order Matching and Executive System/ Third Generation (AMS/3) to the 
public. Under the new system, the internet trading firms can connect their transaction 
systems directly to the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong (SEHK). Their internet trading 
customers can thus directly place the order to the SEHK through PC, voice system, 
« 
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mobile phone or Palm Pilot. The internet trading customers can even access the 
overseas market for cross-border transactions^^. Some analysts estimate that the 
AMS/3 will handle over 10,000 transactions daily"", up from the current 4,000 
transactions. 
Internet trading has implications on the traditional brokers and stock market. First, the 
Hong Kong investors can now bypass the cartels of local trading firms who controlled 
stock exchanges in Hong Kong. Before the introduction of internet trading, the iocai 
trading firms have used their voting clout on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong to 
impose minimum commission rates, preventing competition from discount brokers. 
After the revolution, it will break the near-monopolies of 450 brokerages and as a 
result, the industry is becoming more competitive. Second, internet trading is 
threatening the existence of the local trading firms' staff(brokers) because the 
distribution channel via internet may replace the local staff. Tai Fook, for example, is 
trying hard to soothe the brokers in the firm after its introduction of internet trading')� 
Third, for the stock market, internet trading will force the Asia's capital markets to 
become more transparent because the investors start demanding the abundant research 
« 丨• • • ‘ ‘ —•丨‘ 
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and the stringent disclosure standards of the US market, which are now a click a w a y， 
2.5.2. Transaction System in Hong Kong 
Unlike in US, the local internet traders cannot execute the trades through computer 
networks because the current transaction system on the exchange still requires trades 
be typed in manually '^. The transaction system has yet to be improved before the 
introduction of AMS/3 in June 2000. 
Under the current system, the internet trading customers can place the order to the 
dealer room of the internet trading firms. After the brokers have received the 
instruction, they will executive the order on behalf of the internet trading customers. 
The procedure is almost the same as the phone trading in Hong Kong, with the slight 
difference of the media{internet vs. phone) we used The situation will change after 
the arrival of AMS/3. Nowadays, the internet investor will go through the transaction 
procedures. Before having any internet trade, the internet investor should open the 
consolidated account of the internet trading firm. After getting the login ID and 
password, the internet investor can place the orders via internet, with the maximum of 
five orders at a time. The internet trading firm will give confirmation mail later. The 
' '"Ready , Set...Trade", Business W e e k d u n e 14，1999>. 
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transaction slip will be sent to the investors in the following official day'®'. Some 
internet trading services will allow the unexecuted orders in the closing day to be 
executed in the following day, provided that the internet investor has not cleared his 
instructions. Because the Hong Kong internet trading firms require the 100 percent 
deposit, the investor needs to have enough money in the account before placing any 
order. As for the funds transfer system, Hong Kong internet investors can only 
transfer the funds through phone banking or by bank visits. 
2.5.3. Security System 
The internet trading firms in Hong Kong are using the SSL encryption technology 
imported from US. Under the SSL technology, the security system will provide better 
authentication and privacy for the internet trading customers. All local internet trading 
firms and internet banks are now enjoying the most sophisticated level of SSL 
technology一128-bit system'"I Besides, Hong Kong is introducing Smart Card 
technology to the local internet trading businesses after the successful launch of Smart 
Card in Asia. Under the technology, the internet trading firms can provide internet 
investors extra security by using the smart cards. When the interact trading customers 
log-in to their internet trading accounts, the Smart Card system will ask for the 
» 
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authentication of the identity. As a result, the extra layer of security is achieved 
2.5.4. Regulations in Hong Kong 
The local internet trading activities are under the regulation of Securities and Futures 
Commission(SFC) of Hong Kong. Under the existing registration, all internet trading 
firms should get the internet brokerage licenses released by SFC before running 
internet trading business in Hong Kong. On the other hand, the internet investors can 
ask for protection from the SFC the stock transactions happen in Hong Kong. 
However, the internet trading customers will not be protected if they make the 
overseas transactions. In order to protect the local stock investors from the false 
information, the SFC is looking at the chat rooms, which are notorious places for 
spreading false and misleading information lo the local internet investors. Under the 
regulation, the local investors can be protected by the SFC if the web sites are local 
For the tax, the local internet trading firms are under the same tax regulations and 
Business Registration as the ordinary companies. Since it is difficult to enforce the 
taxation to the e-commerce companies, the Tax Department in Hong Kong is now 
proposing a draft to the Legislative Council about the taxation of internet businesses, 
售 
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which are including local internet trading firms 肪. 





The chapter begins with the relevant past studies concerning internet trading in the 
first session. In the second section, we will present the Theory of Reasoned Action 
(Ajzen 1985) as our conceptual framework, followed by the conceptual model in the 
third section. Lastly, we will discuss the causal relations among constructs in the 
model and the hypotheses of these relations. 
3.1. Review of Past Studies in Internet Trading 
Literature review reveals several factors affecting the investor choice process in 
choosing internet trading firms. Konana, Menon and Ba 1 asubramanian(2000；>‘ 
categorized the factors into four sets of characteristics: investors characteiistics(such 
as investors' demographics, risk attitudes, trading patterns, and past experience), 
external characteristics(such as economy and regulations), internet trading firms 
charactenstics(such as commissions, ease of use, value-added services and content 
quality) and transaction(such as timeliness, security, transparency of execution, 
, complexity). 
Konana, Menon and Ralasiibramanian. "The implications of Online Investing". Communications of 
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Since internet trading is out of the technology, we have reviewed some literatures 
about the consumer characteristics in adopting technology as well. Elena Karahanna, 
Straub, and Chervany(1999)�？ examined the process of information technology 
adoption and use by using the Theory of Reasoned Action(Ajzen, 1975) as the 
framework. From the model, the individual's intention to adopt the technology is 
determined by two basic factors: one reflecting personal interests(such as ease of use, 
perceived usefulness, compatibility) and one reflecting social influence(subjective 
norms from peers and friends).From the previous literature reviews, they provide us 
some insights on evaluating the behaviors of Hong Kong stock investors toward 
internet trading. 
3.2. Conceptual Framework: Theory of Reasoned Action 
The guiding premise of our study is the behavior of the internet trading by the Hong 
Kong stock investors is rational, systematic, and thoughtful rather than impulsive or 
primarily under the control of unconscious motives. As such, the Ajzen(1975) Theory 
of Reasoned Action gives us a useful fmmework for conceptualizing such behavior. 
The framework is further supported by our depth interviews, which will be discussed 
later in the session. 
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The Theory of Reasoned Action(Ajzen 1975)'®^ is used to predict and explain the 
human behavior in specific contexts. According to the theory, the likeliness of the 
human behavior is strongly affected by the intention to behave. The stronger the 
intention to engage in the behavior, the more likely should be the performance. 
Intention, in turn, is determined by the two basic factors: attitudes toward the behavior 
and subjective norms. Attitudes toward the behavior are "enduring, learned 
predispositions toward responses directed at some object, person, or g r o u p " I n the 
Theory of Reasoned Action, attitude toward the behavior refers to the degree lo which 
a subject(person) has a favorable or unfavorable evaluation or appraisal of the specific 
behavior. The more favorable the attitude toward the behavior, the more likely the 
individual is to perform. In the subjective norms, they are defined as "social pressure 
on an individual to perform or not to perform some behavior""". The closer the 
affinity of individuals' goals with their reference groups(such as family and friends) at 
any level, the more likely the individual is to perform according to the "reference 
group expectation"' 
1999):183-215. 
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Behavior Beliefs and Attitude toward the Behavior. Most contemporary social 
psychologists take a cognitive or information processing approach to attitude 
formation. This approach is exemplified by the Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) 
expectancy-value model of attitudes. According to this model, attitude toward the 
specific behavior is generated by the individual's salient beliefs about the 
consequences of the behavior and evaluation of these consequences " I In a typical 
study, a standard, global measure of attitude is obtained, usually by means of an 
evaluative semantic differential scale, and this standard measure is then correlated 
with an estimate of the same attitude based on salient beliefs and the subjective 
evaluations of the beliefs(e.g., Ajzen 1974; Fishbein 1973; Fishbein and Ajzen 
1981).Results of past studies have generally supported the hypothesized relations 
between salient beliefs and attitudes, although the magnitude of this relation has 
sometimes been disappointing(see, e.g., Fishbein and Ajzen 1981.) 
Normative beliefs and subjective norms. Normative beliefs are concerned with 
the likelihood that important referent individuals or groups approve or disapprove of 
performing a given behavior(Ajzen 1985,1991). As in the case of attitude, a global 
measure of subjective norm is correlated with an estimate of the same subjective norm 
, Integrative Social Contracts Theory", Academy o f M 編 R e v 19,2( 1994):252-284. 
"“Ajzen, I., and Fishbein, M. "Understanding Attitudes and Predicting Social Behavior". Prentice Hall 
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1980. 
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based on normative beliefs and motivation to comply with the referent in question. 
The empirical findings of the relation between normative beliefs and subjective norms 
are generally similar to the findings with respect to attitudes(see,e.g.Azjen and 
Madden 1986; Fishbein and Ajzen 1981). For the conceptual framework, it will be 
illustrated in Figure 1. 
In order to justify the suitability of conceptual framework in our study, we conducted 
the depth interviews of five local stock investors. The findings support the application 
of the conceptual framework in the study. In the depth interviews, we focused on two 
issues. First, we tested whether the TRA should be replaced by the Theory of Planned 
Behavior(an extension of TRA) or not because the perceived behavioral control may 
count in the intention development of the behavior in our study. The Theory of 
Planned Behavior(Ajzen, 1 9 9 " � extended the TRA theory by adding perceived 
behavioral control because the individual would be affected by the inadequate 
resources and opportunities to perform the specific behavior. Based on our findings, 
we maintain the Theory of Reasoned Action because all the interviewees have enough 
capability in using internet. So, there is no anticipated obstacle of performing the 
internet trading. Second, we tested whether to include the subjective norms or not in 
« 
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the framework. The findings show that the interviewees are influenced by the friends. 
From the findings, we are confident to use the Theory of Reasoned Action as the 
framework in our study. 
3.3.Conceptual Model 
•• In applying for the internet trading in Hong Kong, the conceptual f ramework(鄉 
Figure 1) previously mentioned suggest that the behavior of internet trading by the 
local stock investors, is directly influenced by the intention toward internet trading. 
Intention toward internet trading, in turn, is determined by the attitude toward internet 
trading and the subjective norms. Attitude toward internet trading and the subjective 
norms, on the other hand, are postulated as the outcomes of the cognitive and 
normative structures respectively. Based on the framework, we will propose a 
conceptual modelf^vtr Figure 2) concerning the behavior of the internet trading by the 
local stock investors. In the conceptual model, the intention toward internet trading is 
positively affected by the attitude toward internet trading and the subjective norms. 
Attitude toward internet trading, in turn, is positively affected by the perceived 
benefits and negatively affected the perceived risks. On the other hand, the subjective 
norms are positively affected by the perceived approval and support of the family 
, members and friends. 
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3.4. The Causal Relations Among Constructs 
Based on the findings from the depth interviews, we have identified two constructs to 
determine the attitudes toward internet trading. They are the perceived benefits of 
using internet trading and the perceived risks of using internet trading. For the 
perceived benefits of using internet trading, we have created the factors like the 
convenience to pay the stock orders, the speed of placing the stock orders, the stock 
information to the internet trading customers, and the lower transaction costs. For the 
perceived risks of using internet trading, we have created the factors like lack of the 
privacy and the security. Then, we make the following hypothesis: 
H|： There is a positive relationship between the perceived benefits of using internet 
trading and the attitude toward internel trading. The higher the perceived benefits, the 
more favorable the attitude toward internet trading. 
H2： There is a negative relationship between the perceived risks of using internet 
trading and attitude toward internet trading. The higher the perceived risks, the less 
favorable the attitude toward internet trading. 
Based on the findings from the depth interviews, we have identified two constructs to 
determine the subjective norms. They are the perceived approval of the family 
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members and the friends and the perceived support of the family members and the 
friends. For the perceived approval of the family members and the friends, we have 
divided the factors into the family members and the friends. For the perceived support 
of the family members and the friends, we have divided the factors into the family 
members and the friends. Then, we make the following hypothesis: 
Hv There is a positive relationship between the perceived approval of family 
members and friends and the subjective norms. The more positive the perceived 
approval, the more favorable the subjective norms. 
H4： There is a positive relationship between the perceived support and subjective 
norms. The more positive the perceived support, the more favorable the subjective 
norms. 
Based on the conceptual framework, the atlilude toward internet trading and the 
subjective norms have positive impacts on the intention toward internet trading. As 
such, it is hypothesized that: 
H5： There is a positive relationship between attitude toward internet trading and the 
intention toward internet trading. The more favorable the attitude toward internet 
« 
trading, the greater the intention toward internet trading. 
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Hf,: There is a positive relationship between the subjective norms and the intention 
toward internet trading. The more favorable the subjective norms, the greater the 






This chapter is to present the research methodology. In the first session, we have 
research design, sample and the sampling procedure. Then, we will discuss the 
operationalization of constructs and the data analysis in the next two sessions. We will 
finish this chapter with the research activities. 
4.1. The Research Design 
The objective of the study is to propose and empirically test the conceptual model of 
antecedents and consequences of the intention toward internet trading by the Hong 
Kong stock investors. This objective implies two implications. First, antecedents and 
consequences of the intention toward internet trading by the Hong Kong stock 
investors imply the causal directions among various constructs. As such, a path 
analysis or structural equation modeling is needed to test the casual directions. Second, 
requirement for the results to be generalizable to the Hong Kong stock investors 
implies the need for a heterogeneous samples that can represent the Hong Kong stock 
investors. 
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Based on these two implication, sample surveys were selected as the research strategy 
of choice for this study because a sample survey, which is a correlational 
study(McGrath 1982), is appropriate for collecting various psychological constructs 
that were identified in the conceptual model from a representative sample of the Hong 
Kong stock investors. The causal relations among the constructs were then tested by 
the analysis of the structural equation model. 
4.2. The Sample and Sampling Procedure 
The Sample. A total of 108 Hong Kong stock investors(subjects) participated in 
the study. As shown in Table 1, we have created the profile of the subjects in terms of 
demographic factors like sex, age, education background, occupation, average amount 
of transaction, and internet trading experience. In the demographic factors, we break 
them into categories. Since some subjects took no response to some questions, we 
classified such answers to be "no response". 
Sampling procedure. Convenience sampling was the sampling procedure used in 
this study. We sent the questionnaire to the appropriate subjects via the internet or by 
person. Based on our defined judgement criteria, the appropriate subjects are those 
« 
having stock purchase experience in Hong Kong. It is critical in the survey because 
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our targets are local stock investors in Hong Kong. Since we are trying to find a 
heterogeneous sample that can represent the whole population, we have approached 
different segments with different demographic characteristics. Based on the 
descriptive statistics of the sample discussed and the sampling procedure in this study, 
it is clear that the sample was relatively heterogeneous in many aspects like sex, age, 
occupation, educational background and average amount of transaction. As such, it is 
fair to conclude that the sample used in this study may be considered as a 
representative sample of the Hong Kong stock investors. 
4.3. Operationalization of the Constructs 
Based on the conceptual model, it is hypothesized that the intention toward internet 
trading is positively affected by the attitude toward internet trading and the subjective 
norms. Attitude toward internet trading, in turn, is positively affected by the perceived 
benefits of using internet trading and negatively affected by the perceived risks of 
using internet trading. On the other hand, the subjective norms are positively affected 
by the perceived approval and perceived support of the family and friends. Therefore, 
there are seven constructs in the conceptual model. They are the perceived benefits, 
perceived risks, perceived support, perceived approval, attitude toward internet 
« 
trading, subjective norms, and intention toward internet trading. The 
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operationalization of these constructs is discussed below. Please see Appendix 14 for 
more detail. 
Perceived benefits. Perceived benefits are defined as the local stock investors' 
beliefs regarding the benefits that he or she would get if he or she use the internet 
trading. This construct was identified by the members of depth interviews as an 
important determinant of stock investors' decision to use internet trading. The scale 
for measuring perceived benefits was derived from Ajzen's(1975) Theory of 
Reasoned Action and the information from the depth interviews. Perceived benefits 
were measured on a 5-item, 7-point Likert scale anchored at "strongly disagree" to 
“strongly agree". These five items for the construct were generated for the construct 
based on their appropriateness, uniqueness, and ability to the respondents ‘‘different 
shade of meaning"(Churchill, 1979)"'. A sample item is "Internet trading is very 
convenient to place the order to buy HK stocks because I can place the order at home 
or in the office". 
Perceived risks. Perceived risks are defined as the local stock investors' beliefs 
regarding the risks that he or she would suffer if he or she use the internet trading. 
« 
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This construct was identified by the members of depth interviews as an important 
determinant of stock investors' decision to use internet trading. The scale for 
measuring perceived risks was derived from Ajzen's(1975) Theory of Reasoned 
Action and the information from the depth interviews. Perceived risks were measured 
on a 4-item, 7-point Likert scale anchored at "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". 
These four items for the construct were generated for the construct based on their 
appropriateness, uniqueness, and ability to the respondents "different shade of 
meaning，,(Churchill, 1979)"'. A sample item is "Internet trading is more risky to me 
than other traditional methods because I am worrying about the hacker”. 
Perceived approval. Perceived approval is defined in this study as the local stock 
investors' beliefs regarding whether or not his or her decision to use internet trading is 
approved by people who are important to him or her(i.e., family members and friends). 
This construct was also identified by the members of depth interviews as an important 
determinant of stock investors' decision to use internet trading. The scale for 
measuring perceived approval was derived from Ajzen's( 1975) Theory of Reasoned 
Action and the information from the depth interviews(i.e., who are people who were 
important to them). Perceived approval was measured on a 2-item, 7-point Likert 
% 
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scale anchored at "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". These two items for the 
construct were generated for the construct based on their appropriateness, uniqueness, 
and ability to the respondents "different shade of meaning"(Churchill, 1979)丨丨6. A 
sample item is ‘‘My family members will approve my decision to buy stocks through 
internet". 
Perceived support. Perceived support is defined in this study as the local stock 
investors' beliefs regarding whether or not his or her decision to use internet trading is 
supported by people who are important to him or her(i.e.’ family members and 
friends). This construct was also identified by the members of depth interviews as an 
important determinant of stock investors' decision to use internet trading. The scale 
for measuring perceived support was derived from Ajzen's( 1975) Theory of Reasoned 
Action and the information from the depth interviews(i.e., who are people who were 
important to them). Perceived support was measured on a 2-item, 7-point Likert scale 
anchored at "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". These two items for the construct 
were generated for the construct based on their appropriateness, uniqueness, and 
ability to the respondents "different shade of meaning，，(Churchi丨丨，1979)"'. A sample 
Churchill, G.A Jr. "A Paradigm for Developing Measures of Marketing Constructs", Journal of 
Marketing Research, Vol. 16(Feb):64 -73. “ 
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item is "I will receive strong opposition from my family members if I decide to buy 
stocks through internet". 
Attitude toward internet trading. Attitude toward internet trading is defined in 
this study as the local stock investors' favorable or unfavorable predisposition or 
overall evaluation toward internet trading. The scale for measuring attitude toward 
internet trading was derived from the depth interviews. Attitude toward internet 
trading was measured on a 3-item, 7-point Likert scale anchored at "strongly 
disagree" to "strongly agree". These three items for the construct were generated for 
the construct based on their appropriateness, uniqueness, and ability to the 
respondents "different shade of meaning"(Churchill, 1979)"'. A sample item is 
"Overall, my personal attitude towards internet trading is favorable". 
Subjective norms. Subjective norms are defined in this study as the local stock 
investors' perception regarding the important others' favorable or unfavorable 
predisposition or overall evaluation toward internet trading. The scale for measuring 
subjective norms was derived from the depth interviews. Subjective norms were 
measured on a 3-item, 7-point Likert scale anchored at "strongly disagree" to 
« 
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"strongly agree". These three items for the construct were generated for the construct 
based on their appropriateness, uniqueness, and ability to the respondents "different 
shade of meaning"(Churchill, 1979)"^ A sample item is "Overall, people who are 
important to me have positive attitude towards my decisions to buy Hong Kong stocks 
through internet". 
Intention toward internet trading. Intention toward internet trading is defined in 
this study as the local stock investors' tentative decision whether to use inLernel 
trading or not. The scale for measuring intention toward internet trading was derived 
from the Ajzen's (1975) Theory of Reasoned Action. Intention toward internet trading 
were measured on a 2-item, 7-poinl Likert scale anchored at “strongly disagree" lo 
"strongly agree". These two items for the construct were generated for the construct 
based on their appropriateness, uniqueness, and ability to the respondents "different 
shade of meaning"(ChurchiIl, 1979)'"". A sample item is “I would try to buy HK 
stocks through internet soon". 
4.4. Data analysis 
Churchill, G.A Jr. "A Paradigm for Developing Measures of Marketing Constructs", Journal of 
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We use the structural model approach to test the hypothesized relationships among the 
constructs specified in the conceptual model. To conduct the analysis, we use the 
software program PRELIS 2 and LISREL 8.3. First, we input the collected data into 
the PRELIS 2，which generated the covariance matrix to be used for LISREL 8.3. The 
structural equation model was generated and it consisted of two models: the structural 
model and the measurement model. In the measurement model, it specifies how the 
latent variables or constructs are measured in terms of the observed variables. Besides, 
it describes the measurement properties in terms of validity and reliability. On the 
other hand, the structural model specifies the causal relations among the latent 
variables or constructs and describes the amount of the unexplained variance. 
4.5. Research Activities 
We conducted six depth interviews concerning the conceptual framework. The 
interviews were conducted by sending the structured questionnaire to the local stock 
investors through the convenience sampling. From the findings, we found that the 
interviewees had high perceived behavioral control over the internet. Also, they were 
affected by the friends in the stock purchase decisions. From the findings, we 
developed the conceptual framework based on the original Theory of Reasoned 
I 
Action. In the structural modeling, we sent the questionnaires to the interviewees by 
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the judgement sampling. We collected data from the 108 interviewees who had stock 
purchase experience in Hong Kong. The data were input into a software program and 
the measurement and structural models were generated. 
5S 
CHAPTER 5 
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
5.0. Overview 
In this chapter, we will discuss the structural equation modeling in the first session. 
‘• This session will be divided into two parts: the original and modified model. Then, we 
will discuss the findings in the second session. 
5.1. Structural Equation Modeling 
Our objective of the study is to develop a good conceptual model that can generalize 
the internet trading behavior in Hong Kong. In order to achieve the objective, we need 
an appropriate approach to test the causal relations of the constructs or latent variables. 
Structural equation modeling approach is used in our study. In the analysis, we input 
the data into PRELIS 2 to create the covariance matrix, which in turn, was input into 
LISREL 8.3 and the model is derived. Because we wanted the best model that fit the 
data, we modified the original model by deleting the insignificant causal relations. 
The modified model explaining the behavior toward internet trading was derived. As 
mentioned in Chapter four, the structural equation model consists of the two parts: the 
measurement model and the structural equation model. In the measurement model, it 
. specifies how the latent variables or hypothetical constructs are measured in terms of 
the observed variables. In the structural equation model, it specifies the causal 
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relations among the latent variables and describes the causal effects and the amount of 
the unexplained variables. So, we will discuss the original and modified models in 
two stages: the measurement model and the structural equation model. 
5.1.1 .The Original Conceptual Model 
In the original conceptual model, we will first discuss the validity and reliability of 
the measurement model by looking at the standardized factor loadings, reliability and 
proportion of variance extracted In the standardized factor loadings, they are ihe 
indicator coefficients of the constructs. As shown in Table 2A, the standardized factor 
loadings are generally high and quite close to one (ranging from 0.78 to ] .26). 
Besides, all of these coefficients are also statistically significant (p<0.01, 1-tailed). So, 
we can say all of the indicator coefficients are high and statistically significant. In the 
reliability, the reliability levels of multi-items constructs (ranging from 0.8144 to 
0.9227) are high. All of them exceed 0.7，which is the threshold recommended by 
Nunnally(1978). In the proportion of unexplained variance, the higher the value, the 
more is the variance captured by the constructs. In the findings, we can find that all 
constructs(ranging from 0.5225 to 0.8500) exceed the minimal standard of 0.50, 
which shows the variance captured by the constructs exceeds the variance due to the 
1 
measurement error. Because all the indicators' coefficients are high and statistically 
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significant, and the reliability and validity of the constructs are beyond the minimal 
standard, we are comfortable to conclude that the measurement model is acceptable. 
In the structural equation model, we first examine whether the model fit to the data or 
not by looking at different indexes, which are x “ (chi-square), GFI, NFI, CFI and IFI. 
As shown in Table 2B, we can find that x ^nyis 348.84(p=0.0),which indicates that the 
model does not adequately account for the relationship between the observed sample 
covariance and the hypothetical population. Also, we find that the value ofGFl(0 .78) , 
NFI(0.79), CFI(0.88) and IFI(0.88) are below the required threshold 0.9. Since the 
CFI and IFI are very close to 0.90，we can conclude that the model is marginally 
adequate but needs to be improved. 
Because the model is considered to be marginally adequate, we can turn to the 
structural parameter estimates. As mentioned in the Chapter three, attitude toward 
internet trading is positively affected by the perceived benefits(H,) and negatively 
affected by perceived risksCH,). On the other hand, subjective norms are positively 
affected by the perceived a p p r o v a K H � a n d perceived supporKH;). Intention toward 
internet trading, in turn, is positively affected by the attitude toward internet 
t 
trading(H^) and the subjective normsCH^). The causal relations among the constructs 
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are illustrated in Figure 2. From the Table 2B, we find that the perceived benefits ( r „ 
=0.90，pcO.Ol) and the perceived risks( r ,2= -.25, pcO.Ol) are the significant 
determinants of attitude toward internet trading. The proportion of variance explained 
or R2 is 0.82’ which is much greater than the minimum standard 0.5. In the subjective 
norms, the perceived approval(7,3=0.59, pcO.Ol) is the significant determinant of the 
subjective norms. On the other hand, the perceived support (r24=0.015’ p>0.25) is not 
the significant determinant of the subjective norms. The proportion of variance 
explained or R" is 0.34. For the intention toward internet trading, both the attitude 
toward internet trading (/33,=0.82, pcO.Ol) and the subjective norms (/33,=0.23, pcO.Ol) 
are the significant determinants of the intention toward internet trading. The 
proportion of variance explained or R" is 0.51. 
5.1.2. The Modified Conceptual Model 
Because the model fit of the original conceptual model is only marginally adequate 
(CFI and IFl =0.88), and because some hypothesized relations are not supported (i.e., 
the causal relation between the perceived support and the subjective norm),it is 
reasonable for us to improve the model fit by deleting insignificant causal relations 
from the original model. In the modification, we delete the causal relation between the 
perceived support and the subjective norm. As shown in the Table SB, the modified 
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model fit is still inadequate according to the Chi-square test ( x ^ic is 348.84，p=0.0), 
GFI(0.82), and NFI(0.83). However, we are comfortable to see the improvement of 
model fit as CFI(0.92) and IFI(0.92) are beyond the minimum standard 0.90. Besides, 
the Chi-square difference test shows that there is a significant differences between the 
structural equation models of the original and the modified models( ^ is 101.39, 
p=0.0). As shown in the Table SB, the perceived benefits(r „ =0.93, p<0.01) and the 
perceived r isks(r , ,= -.39, pcO.Ol) are the determinants of the attitude toward internet 
trading. The proportion of variance explained or R" is 0.84’ which is higher than ihe 
original model. In the subjective norms, the perceived approval( 7 , ,=0.59, p<0.01) is 
the significant determinant of the subjective norms. The proportion of variance 
explained or R" is 0.34. For the intention toward internet trading, both the altitude 
toward internet trading(/3, =0.82, p<().01) and the subjective norms(,3 :二0.22’ p<().01) 
are the significant determinants of the intention toward using the internet trading. The 
proportion of variance explained or R" is 0.51. 
5.2. Discussion 
First, it can be summarized from the findings the causal relations among the 
constructs in our modified model are in the followings. The attitude toward internet 
trading is positively affected by the perceived benefits! r „ =0.93) and negatively 
I 
affected by the perceived risks (,-,：=-0.39). Subjective norms are only positively 
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affected by perceived approval(7,3 =0.59) because the "causal relation with support" is 
insignificant. Intention, in turn, is positively affected by the attitude(冷31=0.82) and the 
subjective norms(/332=0.22). All the causal relations match our hypotheses in Session 
3.3. Then, we can rank the determinants in the descending order. In the attitude, we 
can see the perceived benefits ( r „=0 .93) come before the perceived risks (7,, =-0.39), 
which imply the more importance of the first construct. One possible explanation is 
that the Hong Kong stock investors may expect some additional advantages that do 
not happen in the traditional stock trading. Another explanation is derived Iroiri ihe 
popularity of the internet and e-commerce in Hong Kong, as mentioned in Chapter 2. 
In the intention, attitude toward internet trading(/3,=0.82) comes before the subjective 
nc)rms(/3�二0.22). It is comforlable to argue that the slock investors lake their own 
risks on making financial decisions, so they count their personal interests more. 
Second, we can sec the improvement of the modified model. In thee model fit, we 
find the improvement in the Chi-square test( / is 101.39, p=0.0), GFI(from 0.78 






In this chapter, we will present the summary of the research in the first session. Then, 
we will discuss the managerial implications in the second session. The chapter ends 
with the limitation and the future direction. 
6.1 • Summary of the Research 
Our objective of the study is to propose a conceptual modelf^c^t' Figure 2) that can 
generalize the behavior of internet trading by the Hong Kong stock investors. In order 
to develop the conceptual model, we make use of the Theory of Reasoned Action 
(Ajzen.1975) as our framework/.sY^c^ Figure /), According to rhf^  framework: the 
intention toward an act is positively affected by the attitudes toward an act and the 
subjective norms. Subjective norms are determined by the normative beliefs. On the 
other hand, attitude toward an act is determined by the cognitive beliefs. Based on the 
causal relations specified in the conceptual model, it is hypothesized in our study that 
intention toward internet trading is positively affected by the attitude toward internet 
, trading and the subjective norms exerted from the friends and the family members. 
The attitude toward internet trading, in turn, is positively affected by the perceived 
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benefits and negatively affected by the perceived risks. The subjective norm, in turn, 
is positively affected by the perceived approval and the perceived support from the 
family members and the friends. In order to establish the casual relations among seven 
constructs in the model, we have conducted the questionnaire survey by the 
convenience sampling. 108 subjects with stock purchase experience participated in 
the study. In our data analysis, we have done the structural equation modeling to 
empirically test the causal relations specified in the conceptual model. After the 
analysis, we conclude that all causal relations except one are supported by the 
findings. For the detailed discussion, please refer the relevant chapters. 
5.2. Managerial Implications 
Our findings shows that the intentions of Hong Kong stock investors to use internet 
trading is determined by the construcls(attitude toward internet trading, subjective 
norms, perceived approval, perceived benefits and perceived risks). By improving 
these six areas, the local internet trading firms can have more successful marketing 
launches. For the attitude toward internet trading, we suggest the internet trading 
firms should focus on the perceived benefits since they have greater impacts than the 
perceived risks in the attitude formation toward internet trading. In the marketing 
aspect, we should provide more value-added services to the local stock investors in 
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competitive prices. It is important because most local stock investors still stick to the 
traditional method of stock trading(such as phone trading). Since the internet trading 
is rather new for the local investors, it is reasonable to arouse their interests in trial 
and adoption by providing heavy discount for them. Tai Fook has already used similar 
strategy by giving free computer and investment seminars for its new internet trading 
customers. East Asia Securities, on the other hand, is now providing the free real-time 
quotes for its new internet trading customers in the first two months. Also, the local 
internet trading firms should provide excellent customer services and investment 
information for their internet trading customers. As mentioned in Chapter two, 
Charles Schwab takes the lead in the internet trading largely because of the excellent 
customer services. Schwab makes the “branch integration" with its web site. Besides, 
Schwab offers 24 hours customer services to its internet trading customers. As such, 
we believe the benefit offering is important for the marketing success of the local 
internet trading firms. Besides the perceived benefits, the perceived risks should not 
be neglected by the internet trading firms. Actually, the hacker and privacy are two 
major problems faced by the internet trading firms. In order to achieve the market 
success, the local internet trading firms should improve their security systems and 
transaction systems. In the security system, we suggest the internet trading firms 
\ 
provide extra internet security by using the Smart Card technology(as mentioned in 
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Chapter two). The Smart Card is not expensive but the internet security is much 
enhanced. In the transaction system, the local internet trading firms should access the 
exchange's trading system immediately after the AMS/3 launch so as to speed up 
their internet trading transactions. Besides, the local internet trading firms should be 
aware of handling customer information. All customer information must be treated in 
proper and professional way. 
Since the subjective norms and the perceived approval are significant in determining 
the internet trading behavior, the local trading firms should pay attentions to them. In 
the subjective norms, we can make use of publicity figures to promote the internet 
services to the public. In order to get approval from the significant others, it is 
reasonable to provide some benefits to the significant others as well. For example, we 
can offer some special discounts of using internet trading to them by referrals. 
6.3. Lii-nirnrions and the Future DirectinrK 
Due to the research methodology and process, we have posed some limitations in our 
study. For the heterogeneous sample, we have approached to the different segments 
through the convenience sampling. Though the descriptive statistics show that the 
t 
representativeness of the sample is relatively good, we cannot deny some segments 
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are difficult to access. As a result, the respresentativeness of the sample is yet to be 
improved. Second, we are targeting all the local stock investors in our study. However， 
different internet trading firms may have different positioning and core market 
segments. So, our study may not fit them well because our objective is to generalize 
the internet trading behavior of the Hong Kong stock investors as a whole. Third, our 
conceptual model is rather simple due to the time and money constraints. We still 
need to expand our model so as to better predict and explain the complex internet 
trading behavior. Finally, our model is susceptible to ihe changes in the dynamic 
world. 
Based on the findings and the limitations in the study, we propose a few research 
directions. First, we suggest in incorporating the actual behavior into the model 
though it is generally agreed thai intention is a good indicator of the future behavior. It 
is important for the internet trading firms because they are numbering on the sales and 
profits. Because the focus of our research is on the managerial aspect, the 
incorporation of actual behavior may be more convincing to the top management. 
Second, we may conduct a research concerning the market segments. As for the top 
management, they are concerning more the market segments. 
I 
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APPENDIX 1: US INTERNET TRADING ON THE RISE 
Criteria [ Key Facts 
US Online Investors 2005(estimated): US$ 25 millions “ 
End of 1998: U S $ 5 . 3 millions  
Internet trading Assets 2003 (estimated):US$ 3065 billions ‘ 
1998: U S $ 4 1 5 billions  
Trading Volume 2000(estimated): 49% share of all US transactions 
First half of 1999: 37% of all retail trading volume 
1998: 30% of all retail trading volume  
Commission 2003(estimated): US$ 7 billions  
‘. 11998: US$ 940 millions  
^ u r c e : Extracted from "Internet Trading: Banks Vie For Chunk of Assets Pie", B a n k ^ W ^ 
Technology (January 2000):43; "Electronic Securities Trading", LIpsid£(November 1998)：50. 
APPENDIX 2: RISING INTERNET TRADING ASSETS IN US 
r ^ T B ‘ Assets(billions) 
編 丨 ： 
98 99 '00 '01 '02 '03 
:?uircc: Exlraclcd (Vom “Internet Trading: Banks Vie For Chunk of Assets Pie”. Banks Sy i^^ .Tis + 
rcchnoloay ( L-innnry 2000):43. ‘ ‘ “ 
APPENDIX 3: TAIWAN INTERNET TRADING ON THE RISE 
Criteria “ K e y Facts — 
E-trading Account End of 1998:500,000 “ 
Beginning 1998: 80,000 
Market Turnover 1999(estimated): 5%-10% total  
1998: 3% oftotaKNTS 807 hillionO  
Target l^fessional, office workers “ 
Commission I999(estimated): NT$ 5.7 billions — 
130-50% discount on the traditional brokerage 
Source: Extracted from : "Trading In Space，’，Far Eastern F ' m n n 膽 、 R . v i 隋 m 二 帅 ” | 舰、）： 
I 
7.S 
APPENDIX 4: E-TRADING ACCOUNTS IN TAIWAN 
E-trading 
accounts Elcctronic Boom 
1998 1999 
Y e a r 
Source: Far Eastern Economic 23 ,1999) :47 
APPENDIX 5: INTERNET TRADING FIRMS IN HONG KONG 
Financial IStarting time Main Features of services (ended in March 2 0 0 ^ I 
Firms of e-lrading Product/ Services: p ^ ：  
services . 
C A S H 1998 1.Three medium to place orders: 1 .No fee on opening account 
SmarTrading (phone trading), 2 .Monlhly fee of H K $ 5 0 0 for real-
Voice System, and Intcrncl time quotes servicesd'rec if the 
2 .Real- t ime quotes and financial turnover is greater lhan $().2m) 
information 3 .Comiss i ion: 0 .25% -0.3%. 
3 .Hong Kong Slock Trading Minimum H K $ 1 0 0  
4 . 100% Deposit Trading  
East Asia 11999 I-Three medium: Phone trading’ l . N o tec on opci^ I；；^^；；；^ 
� �e r 山 e s Voice System, and Internet 2.Frcc of three months of real-time 
2.Real-t ime quotes and financial quotes (monthly fee H K $ 2 0 ) 
information 4.Comissi i ()n: 0.3%, 
3 .Hong Kong Stock Trading Minimum HK$ 150 
4 . 1 0 0 % Deposit Trading  
Tai Fook 2()()()/I 1 Three medium: Internet, Mobi le , 1. N o fee on opcn ins account 
Voice System 2. Standard Commiss ion: 0.257r ’ 
2 .ThreeLanguages (Chinese, Minimum HK $75. 
Cantonese, Engl ish) will be launched 
soon. 
3 .Real-t ime quotes and financial 
in format ion 
4 .Hong Kong Stock Trading 
5 . 1 0 0 % Deposi t Trading ‘ 
• 6.1nvestrnem and Computer Courses 
Charles Proposed -- 7 
Schwab ( 2 0 0 0 ^ 
Hang Seng Proposed ~ ‘ “ ‘  
, I 1(2000，Q2-3) ” 
Source: From the telephone interviews with the companies .   
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APPENDIX 6: INTERNATIONAL INTERNET STATISTICS ON SEPT. 1999 
People with Internet Access  
• c a 1.87 million 
^ 37.18 million 
Canada & US 119.00 million 
Europe 53.54 million 
Latin America 3.96 million 
Middle East 0.88 million 
_ _ 216.43 million 
Source: http://freespeech.org/terrabay/ ‘ ‘ 
APPENDIX 7: E-COMMERCE LEADERS IN 1998 
C o m p a n y F o r m o f E - [ P r o j e c t e d Revenue i n l l y p e s of Businesses 
commerce 1998, (US$ million)  
^ B2B Networking  
^ 5 2 c 1,016 ！Computing  
Amazon B ^ T ^ ‘ B ^  
Microsoft B2C T50~"  
Expedia  
Preview Travel B2C Travel  
C2C "75 _ Auction 
Barne and Noble B2C ^ Books 
NECX B ^ ^ Computing — " - -
1-800-Flowers B2C ^ - FIOWL  
g g n ^ I32 -M-^,  
Source: Extracted from "Growing Pains", B m m s ^ ^ A m (March 1999):3.  
APPENDIX 8: LEADER: PURE INTERNET BANKS 
Bank No of Accounts Assets Deposits 
ING Direct 225,000-250,000(9/99) Wa   
Mbanx 160,000 (9/99) N A ~ ^  
direct  
Telebank ^ 0 0 0 - 8 5 , 0 0 0 (10 /99~ US$3.2 billion (03,99) US$1 6hillinn(0^^  
Wingspan 80,000-100,000 NA — 
SFNB 46,000(12/99) US$170million US$130million ^ Q ^  
(Q2,99) ‘ 
principal 6,500 (9/99) US$48.7million U S $ 2 4 . 5 m i l l i o n ( Q ^ 
^ (Q2’99) 
, 6 , 0 0 0 (11/99) Fs$5.4mil l ion (02,99) USSl•6millinnrn9 QQ^  " 
Fimib.com 4,100 (10/99) US$47.3million US$34.7million( 10/99) 
L 1(10/99) 
Source: Extracted from "Net Banks: More Dream Than Reality", LJiLEmik(February 2 0 0 ^ 
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APPENDIX 9: PURE INTERNET BANKS IN US 
Bank Web site ( w w w ) Interest One-year ATMs Experience 
Checking CD Rate  
R a ^  
American Express 2 ： ^ F r e e use of AmEx' s 8800 N o sign-up problems; good 
Americanexpress.com ATMs; $6 a month ATM mix of products, but 
/banking reimbursement, except navigation is unruly. 
— basic checking  
^iti^/I None 5.75 Free use of Citibank's Disappointing. It took more 
L山t i .com 3000 ATMs; reimburses than a month to open an 
up to four transactions a account. 
month  
CompuBank 3.03 ^ Automatically reimburses Bill paying requires a 
•• Compubank.com for ATM fees 叩 to $6 a separate log-on and adding 
month new payees can take three 
days  
Everbank.com 6.01 6 .50 Pays $4 a month for ATM Sign-up was difficult, but the 
bverbank.com fees, after customers rates are great.  
submit receipts  
First I^rttcrnet Bank J m 6 J 0 Automatically reimburses Great customer service;  
F'.rsUb.com ATM fees up to $6 a design could use some work.  
month  
二 a n k 5.45 6 .50 Reimburses a $6 a month Is it small? The same rep 
Nbank.com for ATM fees after picked 叩 the phone almost 
customers submit receipts every time.  
l^etBank 3.05 6 .70 Does not reimburse for Pleasant all-round banking-
Netbank.com ATM fees one catch: no ATM fee ‘， 
； reimbursement. 
^ecumy First Network 6.00 6 .50 Docs not reimburse for Goes head to head with 一 一 
ATM fees Nctbank but also fails lo 
o lnn.com , i-
— — reimburse ATM lees. 
二 ？ a n f 3.15 6.76 Reimburses members ol. The only bank that sent us c-
丁elehank.com E*Tradc, yahoo! And mails about our bills. 
other groups up to $6 
every month  
U S A c c e s s B a n k 4 .00 ^ Docs not reimburse for 丨Paid ihe best rales; .deai ior 
Usaccessbank.com ATM fees savers, not for avid bill 
— payers or ATM users 
WingspanBank.coni 0 .50 6.01 Free access lo Bank S n w l design. Opening an ‘ 
Wmgspan.com One's 4 ,000 ATMs; pays account, however, was 
up lo $5 a month for difficult. 
ATM fees  
X • �m 1.00 6.25 Automatically reimburses The X stands for Gen X; 
X • �m lor fees up to 6 month promising, but docsn'l have 
^ ； L bill payinil yet. 
Source: extracted from Money (April 7 0 0 0 ) - n ^  
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APPENDIX 10: LARGE BANKS WITH INTERNET BANKING SERVICES IN US 
Bank Web site (www) Locations Interest Bill Payment Experience 
Checking (Per Month)  
Rate  
Bank of America 21 states, mostly in 0.40% U S ^ C o n s i s t e n t l y disappointing 
Bankofamerica.com the West, Mid- It can take six days to add a 
Atlantic and D.C. new bill payee. Customer 
service was subpar.  
Bank One 14 states, mostly in 1.01% U S ^ P o o r onscreen explanation 
Bankone.com the Midwest and of products and security.  
Southwest  
Chase Manhattan Connecticut, N e w ^ F；^ Navigating the site feels like 
Chase.com Jersey, New York, driving an old station 
and Texas wagon.  
•• Citibank 9 states, mostly in 0.75% F；^ Opening a new account was 
Citibank.com the Mid-Atlantic, difficult; otherwise, few 
Northeast and DC problems. 
Pirstar Instates in the L m ： U S $ 5 . 9 5 G o o d on-site extras like its 
口. i f r s t a r c o m — — M i d w e s t college planning a r e a . ‘ 
First Union 12 stales across the 0.90% $6.95 for Ours after we applied a rep 
Firstunion.com East Coast and balances under called us to follow up. That 
- ~ — ^ $5,000 was the high point. 
FleetBoston Seven states in the 0.5% US$4.50 Rejected our application 
Fleet.coni Northeast because il could not verify 
— our employment.  
KeyBank 13 states, primarily 0.85% US$4.95 The site is difficult to wade 
Key.corn m the Midwest and through. Fortunately, 
East customer service is up to 
speed. — 
PNC Bank Six states, mostly ().709'r US$5.{)() 一 Site needs a m a k c o ^ 
Pncbank.com in the Mid-Atlantic 
SunTrust Banks Six states in the ^ U S ^ " 一 Fine if you just want to  
Suntrust.com Southeast check balances and pay bills; 
not a lot of extras 
t f / ' f 22 states in the 0.40% US$% for A f ^ a difficult account 
Wcllstargo.com West, Midwest and balances under opening, smooth navigation 
^ ^ $5.()()() and a wide range of 
'T； products. 
Source: extracted from Money (April 2000): 118. ~   
APPENDIX 11: RETAIL CUSTOMERS (MILLION) USING WIRELESS 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
IQ �.......'-�:-�— . 
8 一 / 丨 ； ^ ^ 
^ I. N. America 
0 , I 
’ 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Source: ABA Banking I(�m-nn"R�hr";”-y 2000):60. 
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APPENDIX 12: INTERNET BANKING SERVICES IN HONG KONG(2000) 
gf f lks 一Internet Banking Services Price Security Language 
Citibank 1 .Check and pay credit card Nil SET, 128 bit Chinese/ 
2. Pay loans Cryptosystem English 
3. Apply for Check Book 
4.Check Balances 
5.Open fixed deposit 
6. Check currency, interest rate 
and other information 
7.Transfer money for online  
Investment  
East Asia l . P a y credit card m SET, 128 b i t C h i n e s e / 




6.Apply for Check Book 
7.Change Password  
8.Open fixed deposit  
Wing Lung 1 .Make Money Transfer ~ m T ^ U English 
2.0pen Fixed Deposit Cryptosystem only 
3.Make Forex Margin Deposit 
4.Pay bills and checks 
5.Check information 
Bank of China l .Pay Credit Card SET, 128 b i t O ^ t T 
2.Open Fixed Deposit Cryptosystem English 
3.Trade Forex 
4. Check monthly bills 
i 5.Check currency, interest rate  
and balances  
= 丨 丨 acted 丨丨侧"Online Banking & 丨 nves 丨丨则丨 S — I c m e 丨;广’ E ^ i m i i m i l ^ D i J a (March ^ 
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APPENDIX 13: INTERNET TRADING FIRM IN 1998-99 
C o m p a n y l E m p I o y e e I S i t e I N O . of account / I Price p e r i R e s e a r c h and Services 
(market Launch Total assets e-trade(up required 
share in 98) under to 1000 to open 
(Ranking in management shares) account 
^ (in U S $ ) (in U S $ ) (in U S $ )  
l.^har丨es 13,000 Mar 96 1.9 m i l l i o n / $2 ,500 Online seminars, access 
S c h ^ b (branch 132 billion (most to Schwab branches, 24-
(29.7%) support) expensive) hour customer servicc, 
o. 1 free real-time quotes, 
access to IPOs 
‘• 2. E-trade 7 0 0 Feb 96 4 5 9 , 0 0 0 / $2 ,000 Institutional research, 
$7 billion free real-time quotes, 
access to IPOs, stock 
screening, 16-hour 
customer service a day 
8 ,705 Jan 97 1 . 3 m i l l i o n / 一 ^ $5 ,000 Round-the-clock  
$272 .7 billion customer service. 
)• “ Salomon Smith Barney 
Research, investment 
advice from Peter Lynch 
i 2’ 100 Jan 97 3 5 0 , 0 0 0 + / $12 $2 ,000 Not d i s c o v e r e d ~ 
Walerhouse $16.5 billion 
(9.2%) 
No. 4 
5 • 二 t � ^ Sep 96 105,000/ ^ $2 ,000 Account holders set free, 
•‘ ' ( � $2 billion unlimited real-lime 
quotes, access lo 
headline news, and slock 
charts. 
6. Accutrade N A Mar % N A $29 .95 15 .000 [Not discovered  
‘ (most 
A 丨獻“丨.a 山 expensive) 
(6.9%) N A Oct 97 N A $8 .0 $9 ()()() 
No . 5 
^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ 4 8 2 , 0 0 0 / ^ N o initial DLJ Research, free real-
$7 billion deposit quotes, access to IPOs, 
‘ s t o c k screening, and 
N(.) -J great customer services 
8. Quick & 1,200 N o v 96 1.2mil l ion/ N o initial Not discovered  
R a l l y / Not disclosed Deposit 
S t 丨 100 N o v 97 135,000/ $7：^ N o initial N e w s and charts are free" 
Miurac ie Nol discloscd (most Deposit Customer service is 
(4 20 / ) cheap) accessible only via E 
No.6 —丨 
9 D i = e r Oct 95 100 ,000+/ S ^ M T " R o u n d - t h e - c l o c k  
(丄S Not disclosed customer services, 
institutional research,free 
. quotes, and a customized 
4； web site 
Sourcc: Extracted h-om "Online Investing", F o i m n c ( D e c e m b e r J 9 9 8 ) : 92; "Electronic Secur.l ies 
Trading", Upside (November ]998):50 . 
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APPENDIX 14: OPERATIONALIZATION OF THE CONSTRUCTS 
Perceived Benefits (A 5-item, 7 point Likert Scale) 
X丨..Internet trading is faster than other traditional methods(like phone trading) in 
placing the order to buy HK stocks. 
X2: Internet trading is very convenient to place the order to buy HK stocks because 
I can place the order at home or in the office. 
X/. Internet trading is more convenient than other traditional methods(like phone 
trading) in paying the order to buy HK stocks. 
X,: Internet trading web sites can provide a lot of information for me in buying HK 
stocks. 
X5: Internet traders demand lesser transaction costs than other traditional ones in 
buying HK stocks. 
Perceived Risks (A 4-item, 7 point Likert Scale) 
It is time-consuming to access to the web sites of internet traders to buy HK 
stocks due to traffic jam and poor loading speed. 
It is time-consuming to place an order through internet due to traffic jam and 
poor loading speed. 
Internet trading is more risky to me than other traditional methods because I 
am worrying about the hacker. 
Internet trading is more risky to me than other traditional methods because I 
am worrying about the privacy problem. 
Perceived Approvcil{A 2-item, 7 point Likert Scale) 
Xio', My family members will approve my decision to buy stocks through internet 
Xii'. My friends (including boyfriends, girlfriends) will approve my decision to buy 
stocks through internet. 
Perceived Support{A 2-item, 7 point Likert Scale) 
I will receive strong opposition from my family members if I decide to buy 
stocks through internet. 
X丨/• I will receive strong opposition from friends (including boyfriends, girlfriends) 
if I decide to buy stocks through internet. 
Attitude towards internet trading(A 3-item, 7 point Likert Scale) 
‘ Overall, my personal attitude towards internet trading is favorable. 
K): Overall, I like the idea of internet trading. 
APPENDIX 14: OPERATIONALIZATION OF THE CONSTRUCTS(CONTINUED) 
Attitude towards internet tradmg(continued) 
Overall, I think trading through internet is a worthwhile thing to do. 
Subjective norms(A 3-item, 7 point Likert Scale) 
Overall, people who are important to me have positive attitude towards my 
decisions to buy HK stocks through internet. 
Overall, people who are important to me show favorable reactions towards my 
decisions to buy HK stocks through internet. 
Overall, people who are important to me think that my decisions to buy HK 
stocks through internet is a worthwhile thing to do. 
Behavioral Intention{A 2-item, 7 point Likert Scale) 
y?- I would try to buy HK stocks through internet soon. 
Internet trading will be my alternative of buying HK stocks soon. 
I 
S6 
FIGURE 1: THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK - THEORY OF REASONED 
ACTION( AJZEN 1975) 
Intention � Behavior 
I Normative \ ^ Subjective \ 
\ 
S7 
FIGURE 2:THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
/ Perceived \ 
D C . \ ”丨 H i � 
Benefits \ 
/ Attitude \ 
I ("') ] 
/ Perceived \ ^ 乂 �H s W 
, Risks \ 
/ Intention \ 
___ V � ) 
/ Perceived \ r  
Approval ji )(+� / 
^ / Subjective \ 
Support ) 7 r, Il,(-) 
v i l y _ 
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FIGURE 3: THE MODIFIED MODEL 
广 Til H,(+) 
f Perceived \ 
D 广‘ V——W Attitude \ Benefits n 乂 (w J V ' ' ' 人 
Perceived \ ( ( " 0 ) 
Risks \ / 
/ H„(-) 
( P e r c e i v e d Y / 二ubjective \ 
Approval ^ Norms 
I 
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TABLE 1: THE PROFILE OF THE SUBJECTS 










•• 41-45 4(3.7%) 
46-50 3(2.8%) 
No Response 2( 1.9%) 
Education Background 
F5 or Below 28(25.9%) 
F 6 - F 7 1 4 ( 1 3 . 0 % ) 
Undergraduate/ Graduate 42(38.9%) 
Postgraduate 24(22.2%) 




White Collar 33(30.6%) 
Blue Collar 5(4.6%) 
Homemaker 2(1.9%) 
No Response 3(2.8%) 
Average Amount of Transaction(HK$) 
Below 10,000 丨 7(15 7%) 
10,000-19,999 40(37:0%) 
20,000-29,999 7(6.5%) 
30,000-39,999 4(3 1%) 
40,000-49,999 8(7 4%) 
50,000-59,999 12(11.1%) 
60,000-69,999 3(2 8%) 
70,000-79,999 0(0%) 
80,000-89,999 2(1 9 % ) 
90,000-99,999 0(0%) 
100,000-149,999 6(5 6 % ) 
150,000-199,999 3(2 8%) 
200,000-249,999 5(4.6%) 
250,000 and over 1(0.9%) 
No Response 1(0.9%) 
Internet Trading Experience 
Have experience 9 (8.3%) 
‘ No experience 99(91.7%) 
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TABLE 2: MEASUREMENT MODEL AND STRUCTURAL MODEL RESULTS 
OF THE ORIGINAL MODEL 
A. Measurement Model Result Standardized Reliability Proportion 
Constructs and Indicators Factor of Variance 
Loading Extracted 
Perceived Benefits 0.8597 0.5580 
X/C'faster to place stock orders") 1.00 0.50 
；^/ 'convenient to place stock order") 1.08 0.72 
AX‘more convenient to pay") 0.95 0.63 
AX'provide a lot of information") 0.85 0.49 
X5(“less transaction costs") 0.79 0.45 
‘ Perceived Risks 0.8144 0.5225 
AX'time consuming to access") 1.00 0.39 
A^zC'time consuming to place order") 0.98 0.42 
X^C'take risks from hackers") 1.26 0.64 
XpC'take risks in privacy") 1.26 0.64 
Perceived Approval 0.8564 0.7400 
X , / ' app roved by family") 1.00 0.71 
X//("approved by friends") 1.00 0.77 
Perceived Support 0.8186 0.7000 
X/^C'supported by family") 1.00 0.60 
X//"supported by friends") 1.16 0.80 
Attitude Toward Internet Trading 0 8493 o 6533 
r,(“favorable”） 1.00 • 0.61 • ‘ 
K/'Hke”） 1.05 0.63 
^"/‘worthwhile，，） 丨.01 0.72 
Subjective Norms 0.8945 0.7467 
r.C'positive") 1.00 0.84 
r,("favorable") 0.95 0.83 
("worthwhile") 0.78 0.57 
Behavioral Intention 0.9227 0 8500 
K7(“would try internet trading") 1.00 0.81 
K,,("internet trading as the alternative”) 0.89 
TABLE 2: MEASUREMENT MODEL AND STRUCTURAL MODEL RESULTS 
OF THE ORIGINAL MODEL(CONTINUED) 
B. Structural Model Results Dependent Constructs  
Independent Constructs Attitude ^ ^  
Perceived Benefits 0.90' 
Perceived Risks -0.25' 
Perceived Approval 0.59 ‘‘ 
Perceived Support 0.015 
Attitude 0.82 a 
SN 0.23 a  
W 0.82 0.34 0.51 
‘ Fit Statistics: 
X',77 348.84(p=0.0) 
GFI b 0.78 
NFI e 0.79 
CFI d 0.88 
I F T  
a. p<0.01, 1-tailed 
b. Joreskog and Sorbom's( 1989) "goodness-of-f i t index，’ 
c. Rentier and Bonnc l ' s (1980) "normed fit index" 
d. Bcntlcr's (1990) "comparative fit index’， 
e. Bol len's (1989) “incremental fit index" 
I 
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TABLE 3: MEASUREMENT MODEL AND STRUCTURAL MODEL RESULTS 
OF THE MODIFIED MODEL 
A. Measurement Model Result Standardized Reliability Proportion 
Constructs and Indicators Factor of Variance 
Loading Extracted 
Perceived Benefits 0.8597 0.5580 
X/("faster to place stock orders") 1.00 0.49 
A^2(“convenient to place stock order") 1.08 0.72 
XX"more convenient to pay") 0.95 0.63 
X,("provide a lot of information") 0.86 0.50 
X^C'less transaction costs") 0.80 0.45 
•• Perceived Risks 0.8144 0.4900 
XgC'time consuming to access") 1.00 0.24 
X7(“time consuming to place order") 1.01 0.28 
X,("take risks from hackers") 1.66 0.69 
X^C'take risks in privacy") 1.72 0.75 
Perceived Approval 0.8564 0.7400 
X/oC^approved by family") i .00 0.71 
；^"(“approved by friends") 1.00 0.77 
Attitude Toward Internet Trading 0.8493 0.6500 
("favorable") 1.00 0.61 
r^C'like") 1.05 0.63 
("worthwhile") 1.00 0.71 
Subjective Norms 0.8945 0.7500 
r,("positive") 1.00 0.84 
r,("favorable") 0.95 0.83 
r,("worthwhile") 0.78 0.58 
Behavioral Intention 0.9227 0.8500 
/^(“would try internet trading") 1.00 0.81 
r / ‘ i n t e m e t trading as the alternative")  
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TABLE 3: MEASUREMENT MODEL AND STRUCTURAL MODEL RESULTS 
OF THE MODIFIED MODEL(CONTINUED) 
B. Structural Model Results Dependent Constructs  
Independent Constructs Attitude ^ ^  
Perceived Benefits 0.93'' 
Perceived Risks -0.39' 
Perceived Approval 0.59" 
Attitude 0.82 a 
0.84 0.34 0.51 
Fit Statistics: 
•• ； � 247.75(p=0.0) 
GFI b 0.82 
NFI e 0.83 
CFI ’ 0.92 
I F T  
a. pcO.Ol, 1-tailed 
b. Joreskog and Sorbom's(1989) "goodness-of-lit index" 
c. Bentler and Bonnet 's(1980) "normed fit index" 
d. Rentier's (1990) "comparative fit index" 
c. Bollen's (1989) "incremental fit index" 
I 
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TABLE 4: WEB SITES OF THE US AND HK INTERNET TRADING FIRMS 
US Internet trading firms  







DLJ Direct www.dljdirect.com 
Suretrade www.suretrade.com 
...Discover |www.discover.com  
HK Internet trading firms  
Citibank www.citibank.com 
East Asia Securities www.easecurities.com 
Wing Lung www.bankwinglung.com 
Tai Fook www.taifook.com 
CFN Hong Kong Ltd. www.cfnasia.com 
CASH www.cash.com.hk 
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